
Week 3 (4th June – 9th June) 
(Mentions the progress after the telecon on Tuesday i.e. 5th June) 

 

Status: 
 

 Moving on: The status before the start of week was not so good as there was a problem in 

connecting to Map Service hosted by a ArcGIS server from Explorer using JSON exchange. The 

problem still persists and collectively it was concluded through observations that Explorer lacks 

enough support for REST interface.  

 

 Tuesday telcon:  A telcon was held on Tuesday evening to discuss the above problem and find 

solutions. It was decided to leave behind ArcGIS REST interface and move on for now. As an 

alternative, KML encoding was to be adopted to transmit map data to clients. (This part was also 

mentioned in previous report) 

 

 KML encoding: As a first step, a link between KML files at the server end and Earth Browser 

clients was to be created because this was the part that caused problems in the near past. 

Arduino was successfully programmed to serve static KML files. It was tested for clients 

namely ArcGIS Explorer and Google Earth. Sample KML files like this 

https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/KML_Samples.kml were stored on the SD 

card and retrieved by the clients when their URI was mentioned in the Network Link dialog Box. 

For explorer, it is found at Add Contents-> KML network Link while for Google earth it is available 

at Add -> Network Link and the received KML file is automatically loaded. 

 

Request: 

GET http://192.168.1.177/rest/services/earthquake.kml 

 

Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200  

Content-Type: application/vnd.google-earth.kml+xml 

Date: Thu, 7 June 2012 19:29:00 GMT 

Server: 52 North 

Content-Length: 24936 

Connection: keep-alive 

<KML file> 

 

 Modular Approach:  On the advice of Arne, a modular programming approach was followed. 

Various modules programmed are-  

 URL decode: Decodes the received URL and separates out the parameters and arguments. 

https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/KML_Samples.kml


 Data Center: Produces the dynamic data on the basis of URL argument   

 HTTP respond: Transmits the data (KML file). 

 It is the part on which considerable effort was put on last week. Other modules will be added in 

due course. Data flow and exchange between them is illustrated below. 

 

 

 
 

 Dynamic KML files: Dynamic production of KML files requested by client also went underway 

this week. The simplest form of a KML files displays a Placemark on the ground and takes 

arguments as Geographical coordinates and a description of the pointed location.   

An example scenario was programmed in which client (any Earth Browser) requests feature of 

various landmarks at The LN Mittal Institute of Information Technology (my University).The raw 

KML file (minus the dynamic portion) was stored in SD card to follow a sustainable approach as 

the size would grow considerably in the future. When the time comes to transmit dynamic 
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portion, Data center module creates the response on the basis of URL and sends it. The static 

part is as it is transmitted form the SD card. 

For example: If a client sends a request like   

“GET http://192.168.1.177/rest/services/FootballField” 

Arduino creates a dynamic KML file with a placemark at its geographical location and description 

of it. After being sent it is displayed by the client. 

The code will be updated on the SVN shortly.  

Tasks for Next Week: 

(Present work on dynamically creating KML files will be carried on. A more specific approach will be 

decided after the telecon on Tuesday and updated on the Wiki Page.) 

After the telecon with Dustin on Tuesday, a specific work target for the week was set.  

The task now is to add the interface for attaching multiple sensors to the Arduino. Though we won’t be 

having actual sensors, their data can be replicated in one or two ways (like transmitted from the serial 

port or randomly generating). Further their values/readings will be stored in separate files on SD card 

and functionality of querying on the data will be added.  

For example: If a user requests something like this …./Sensor1/5June-14June; then the static KML file 

will be retrieved from the SD card [Raw.kml], and the readings of Sensor1 stored in another text file 

[Sensor1.txt] from 5th June to 14thJune will be hopped onto the KML file and sent to the client (Google 

earth or Explorer) which displays it with a Placemark over the geographical location of sensor and values 

displayed in the description dialog Box .  

It will add two extra modules [Sensor1] and [Sensor2] to the code. 

Problems: 

It’s been a smooth sailing in the past week and hopefully it will stay good.  

 

 


